We present the first complete calculation of the one-loop electroweak effect in the process of semiinclusive bottom-Higgs production at LHC in the MSSM. The size of the electroweak contribution depends on the choice of the final produced neutral Higgs boson, and can be relevant, in some range of the input parameters. A comparison of the one-loop results obtained in two different renormalization schemes is also performed, showing a very good NLO scheme independence. We further comment on two possible, simpler, approximations of the full NLO result, and on their reliabilty.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is a well known fact that tan β enhanced Yukawa coupling in the Minimal Supersymmetryc Standard Model (MSSM) could favour the Higgs production in association with bottom quarks, contrarily to the Standard Model (SM) case, where the Higgs production is dominated by top-Higgs coupling.
Due to its relevance as a possible channel for the Higgs discovery, in the last few years the associated bottom-Higgs production has been extensively studied in the literature.
Depending on the choice of the flavour-scheme in the partonic description of the initial state and on the identified final state, one can consider a number of different partonic sub-processes for H 0 + b jets production: while the choice of the 4 versus 5 flavour scheme is mainly theoretically motivated, resulting in a reordering of the perturbative expansion [1] , the requirement of a minimum number of tagged b in the final state is physically relevant in the signal extraction. Assuming the 5-flavour scheme (which ensures a better convergence of the perturbative series resumming large logarithms in the bottom PDF), one can consider three different types of production processes, depending on the required final states: the exclusive one where both bottom jets are tagged (bbH 0 final state), the semi-inclusive one where only one bottom quark is tagged (bH 0 ), and the inclusive one where no bottom quark jets are tagged. While the inclusive process has a larger cross section [2] , the semi-inclusive with a high p b,T bottom in the final state is experimentally more appealing [3] .
The relative weights of the partonic processes (bb → H 0 , bg → bH 0 , gg → bbH 0 ) are analyzed in [2] , where also the α s corrections (NLO) to the leading sub-process bb → H 0 are computed. The NNLO order in QCD (α 2 s ) for the same sub-process is calculated in [4] , while the electroweak (SM and MSSM) and SUSY-QCD NLO corrections have been computed in [5] , showing that the size of electroweak corrections can be comparable, for large tan β, with that of the strong ones.
The associated semi-inclusive production process (bH 0 final state) is analyzed at the NLO in QCD in [3] and [6] , while the effect of the SUSY QCD is given in [7] . Very recently,
Dawson and Jaiswal have also computed, for the Standard Model process bg → b h SM , the one-loop weak corrections [8] .
Finally, the exclusive process, where two bottom jets are tagged in the final state, is considered at the NLO in QCD in [1] , [9] , [10] and [11] . The leading Yukawa corrections for this partonic process are considered in [12] and SUSY QCD effects have also been computed in [13] .
Our paper is strongly motivated by the possible relevance of the associated bottom-Higgs production in the experimental search of the Higgs at the LHC; moreover, as stressed in [5] , the susy one-loop ew effects (for the inclusive process) can be sizable and they can be safely accounted by an improved born approximation. Therefore the spirit of our computation is twofold: on the one hand we provide for the first time the complete NLO EW corrections for the semi-inclusive process, including also the overall QED effect, that was not computed by [8] , and on the other hand we can perform a further and independent test on the validity and limits of the improved born approximation in different scenarios. Our calculations have been performed in two different (DR and DCPR) renormalization schemes: as expected the final one-loop results are, within at most a relative few percent difference, the same in the two frames; however, the DR scheme appears to be the one where the perturbative effect is numerically mostly more under control. Therefore we shall discuss our results in this frame, showing in various figures the dependence of the different observables on the choice of the input parameters. We have finally compared the results obtained with the full electroweak computation with those obtained within a commonly used approximation scheme. This will be done in the final part of our paper, which is organized as follows: Section II contains a general concentrated discussion of the actual derivation of the theoretical formulae (a part of which has been shifted in a technical Appendix B) to be used for the calculation of the various observables. Section III and IV contains our numerical results, that are briefly discussed in the final Section V.
II. KINEMATICS AND AMPLITUDE OF THE PROCESS bg → bH 0

A. Kinematics
At lowest order there is only one partonic 1 channel leading to bottom-Higgs production
where H 0 is one of the three MSSM neutral Higgs bosons (h 0 , H 0 , A 0 ). In the partonic center of mass frame the momenta of the particles read
The Mandelstam variables are defined as
For later convenience we define two momenta q and q as follows
B. Born and one-loop amplitudes
We denote the O(α 
where λ b , (λ b ) is the helicity of the initial (final) bottom quark while µ is the polarization of the gluon.
] is the spinor of the initial [final] bottom quark, [1] One should also consider the photon induced process bγ → bH 0 : the contribution to the total cross section arising from this sub-proceess is doubly suppressed, due to the smaller γ parton distribution function and smaller coupling (α instead of α s ). Since the main goal of this paper is the calculation of the NLO electroweak effects for bH 0 production, and the bγ → bH 0 can be safetly computed at the LO, we do not take into account the photon induced production in the following.
is the gluon polarization vector and P R,L = (1 ± γ 5 )/2 are the chirality projectors. The relevant couplings c
We factorize out of the gluon couplings the colour matrix element λ a /2. The sum over colors leads to a factor
that multiplies the squared amplitude.
The generic helicity amplitude can be decomposed on a set of eight forms factors J kη (η = L, R) as follows
where
The only non-zero scalar functions at the tree level are N 1η bg→bH 0 and N 2η bg→bH 0 . They read as follows
The one-loop electroweak virtual contributions arise from self energy, vertex and box All these contributions have been computed using the usual decomposition in terms of Passarino-Veltman functions and the complete amplitude has been implemented in a C++ numerical code.
C. Renormalization
In order to cancel the ultraviolet (UV) divergences the Higgs sector and the bottom sector have to be renormalized at O(α). The expressions of the counterterms entering our calculation are collected in Appendix B.
Higgs sector
As anticipated we performed the calculation using two different renormalization schemes:
the DR scheme [14] is defined by the following renormalization conditions
δZ DR H i define the wave function renormalization costant of the Higgs field H i , the third and fourth line fix the tadpole renormalization and the last one the tan β renormalization constant.
[A] div means keeping the UV divergent part of A, discarding the finite contribution.
In the DCPR scheme [15, 16] the independent parameters are the same, and the renormalization conditions of the Higgs wavefunctions change as follows
We choose to impose on-shell (OS) condition for the mass of CP-odd A 0 Higgs in both schemes.
The renormalization constants of the Higgs bosons wavefunctions and of the c η (bbH 0 )
couplings can be written in terms of the of the renormalization constants defined above.
Their explicit expression is given in Appendix A.
Bottom sector
The mass of the bottom and its wavefunction renormalization function is fixed in the on-shell scheme:
where the bottom self energies are defined according to following Lorentz decomposition:
The bottom masses in the Yukawa couplings are treated completely at the electroweak level, with OS or DR renormalization conditions respectively in the two schemes. Resummation of large logarithms from the running of the bottom mass suggests to trade bottom mass appearing in the couplings with an effective bottom mass, [17] . The resummation of the (α s tan β) n contributions can be achieved modifying the tree level relation between the bottom Yukawa coupling and the bottom mass: the bottom mass of the couplings, which is related to the bottom Yukawa coupling, is replaced by an effective mass, (e. g. in the DR scheme)
where ∆ b is given by
Moreover, the bbH 1 coupling is dynamically generated at O(α s ) and can be enhanced if tan β is large. This effect can be included modifying the c η (bbH 0 ) couplings. The actual effect of this modification and of the bottom mass resummation, Eq: (14), is to substitute the c η (bbH 0 ) couplings in Eq. (5) as follows
We have checked the cancellation of the UV divergences among counterterms, self-energies and triangles. This cancellation occurs separately inside 8 sectors, i.e. s-channel "initial" triangles with chirality L or R,
and u-channel down triangles (L or R). The Box diagrams are UV finite.
D. QED radiation
The infrared (IR) singularities affecting the virtual contributions are cancelled including the bremsstrahlung of real photons at O(α s α 2 ),
arising from the diagrams in Figure 4 . This contribution has been computed using
FeynArts [18] and FormCalc [19] . The integral over the photon pase space is IR divergent in the soft-photon region, i.e. for p 0 γ → 0. The IR divergences are regularized within mass regularization, giving a small mass m γ to the photon. The phase space integration has been performed using the phase space slicing method. This method introduces a fictitious separator ∆E and restricts the numerical phase space integration in the region characterized by p γ > ∆E. The integral over the region p γ < ∆E is performed analytically in the eikonal approximation [20] .
Large collinear logarithms containing the bottom mass can be re-absorbed into the redefinition of the parton distribution function (PDF) of the bottom f b (x, µ). In the MS (DIS) factorization scheme this is achieved performing the substitution [21] 
and setting λ FC = 0 (λ FC = 1). µ is the factorization scale, δ s = 2∆E/ √ s, while e b is the bottom charge. κ 1 and κ 2 are defined as follows,
We tested numerically the cancellation of IR divergences, the independence of our results of m γ (in the sum of the soft and virtual part) and of the separator ∆E (see Figures 5, 6, 7 ).
E. Total cross sections
Including the finite wave function renormalization for the Higgs field we obtain the following expressions for the tree-level differential partonic cross section of the processes we are considering,
where 
where the Z factors Z h 0 , Z H 0 , Z A 0 , Z h 0 H 0 , and Z H 0 h 0 in the two renormalization schemes we are considering can be found in [14] and in [15] . The partonic differential cross section for the real photon radiation process reads as follows,
where, according to the notation introduced in [22] , dφ(p b , p H 0 , p γ ) is the three-particles phase space measure. The hadronic differential cross section at O(α s α) and O(α s α 2 ) reads
respectively. √ S is the hadronic center-of-mass energy, while f i (x i , µ) is the parton distribution function of the parton i inside the proton with a momentum fraction x i at the scale µ. For later convenience we define the invariant mass distribution as
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The independent input parameters in the MSSM Higgs sector are the A 0 mass and tan β:
since we impose the same renormalization condition for M A 0 only tan β should be converted in the change of scheme, using the one-loop relation:
while the OS and DR bottom masses m 
Since we require semi-inclusive production (i.e. the bottom quark must be tagged) we impose the following kinematical cuts on the bottom in the final state, limiting the transferred momentum p b,T > 20 GeV (due to resolution limitations of the hadronic calorimeter) and the rapidity |y b | < 2 (in order to be able to perform inner tracking). The process we are considering is leading order in QCD. Therefore, analogously to [24] [25] [26] , we use a LO QCD PDF set, namely the LO CTEQ6L [27] . Our choice is justified since the QED effects in the DGLAP evolution equations are known to be small [28] . The factorization of the bottom PDF has been performed in the DIS scheme, with factorization scale
In Figures 8, 9 , 10 we show the total cross section for A 0 , H 0 and h 0 production in the class of supersymmetric scenarios SPP 2 , as functions of tan β. We present both the results in the DR and in the DCPR schemes. The numerical values and the K-factors in the two schemes (defined as usual as the ratios σ N LO /σ LO ; note that the LO is computed with the resummed/modified SUSY QCD coupling, so our K-factors account of the pure electroweak NLO effect), as well as the ratios of the NLO cross sections in the two scheme are reported in Table II, III, IV. As one sees, the values of the total cross sections do coincide in the overall range, apart from small differences of the few percent size for very large tan β values. This confirms our expectation that at the NLO level the two schemes should be equivalent, and also provides an important check of the reliability of our calculations.
Having verified the realistic one-loop equivalence of the two schemes, we have decided to perform our analysis in the DR scheme. The main theoretical reasons of our choice have been fully illustrated in [29] . In particular this scheme is known to be generally more stable numerically: our results confirm mainly this expectation but it is worth to note that for h 0 production both schemes can produce (in different tan β regions) relatively large effects; nevertheless the good agreement between the two schemes leads to suppose that the This, we believe, is the main message of our calculation: while for sure the QCD NLO are the dominant corrections (of order 20 − 40% depending on the Higgs mass, see for example [3] ), as it was to be expected from the analysis of Dittmaier et al. [5] , the one-loop electroweak contribution in the semi-inclusive bottom-Higgs production processes must not be a priori considered as negligible.
IV. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATIONS
Having performed the calculation of complete one-loop effect on the process, we shall consider the possibility of simpler, effective approximations to the full and long calculation, that may be used to obtain a quicker and qualitative description of the results.
With this purpose we have first considered the "improved Born Approximation" (IBA)
following the prescriptions given in [5] : the IBA is obtained is this case by including in the definition of ∆ b (see eq. 14) the electroweak contributions and then replacing the mixing angle α with the effective value α ef f , obtained by the diagonalization of the one loop mass
The effect of the latter redefinition of α is negligible for H 0 and A 0 , but significant for h 0 .
As one can see from the plots, (Figures 11,12 ,13) this version of IBA is sufficiently close to the complete calculation only for relatively small tan β values, roughly tan β < 20. In this range, the approximation gives larger (compared to the complete calculation) rates for H 0 , A 0 and smaller rates for h 0 . The differences remain below the ten percent size, which would be tolerable at least in a first phase of LHC measurements. Increasing the tan β value, the IBA description becomes worse. For tan β = 40, it differs in all the three cases by, roughly, a relative 25 percent, which seems a rather poor prediction for the measurable total rates.
For what concerns the tan β dependence of the plots, one can conclude that it provides those features that would be expected at the chosen value of M A 0 , which is sufficiently larger than M Z to approach the correct decoupling limits. In this large M A 0 regime, that is discussed widely in the literature (see e.g. [30] ), the H 0 and A 0 couplings become almost exactly proportional to tan β, while the h 0 coupling becomes very weakly tan β dependent. is not contained in the IBA description.
Having this apparent discrepancy in our mind, as a second attempt, we have tried to use what we would call a "Reduced Vertex Approximation" (RVA): we approximate the complete NLO keeping only the (all) one loop corrections to the "final" Yukawa bbH 0 vertex and the subset of counterterms needed to get a UV-finite result; the photon mass is regulated (arbitrarily) as M γ = M Z (and thus we do not include soft and hard radiation).
We kept the one loop Higgs masses in the kinematics as well as the Z-factors in the definition of the cross section; all the other diagrams (Boxes, Initial and Up Triangles, Self Energies) are neglected. As a check we computed the cross section in this approximation in both schemes (the subset of diagrams, with the right choice of counterterms, should be scheme independent). As one can see from the updated figures our RVA turns out to provide very efficient description of the total NLO cross sections; the difference between the NLO and the RVA is of order of 1%, 3.4% in the worst case. This is numerically summarized in Tables VI,VII, 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed in this paper a complete MSSM calculation of the electroweak NLO effect in the processes of semi-inclusive bottom-Higgs production. Our analysis has been performed for two choices of the M A 0 input parameter and for variable values of the tan β parameter defined in the DR renormalization scheme. Although a more extended analysis of the parameter space would be interesting, we have found certain results that appear to us to be general and worth publishing. The first conclusion is that two different renormalization schemes appear to be practically identical at SUSY NLO as one would a priori expect. Working in the DR scheme, that seemed to us to be somehow preferable, we have found that the pure electroweak one-loop effect in the three considered production processes is of a size that might be relevant and therefore that this contribution cannot be ignored for a proper experimental analysis of the reactions.
There could exist simpler calculations involving a smaller (but still large) number of diagrams, that would provide a valid numerical result. We have seen that one possible Improved Born Approximation does not reproduce the correct result in a satisfactory way.
We have also seen that another "Reduced Vertex Approximation" (which considers only the 1-loop correction to the Yukawa bbH 0 vertex) appears to better approximate the full NLO.
However, if a theoretical prediction of the total cross section is requested at the percent level, which might be the hopefully desirable final LHC goal, our conclusion is that the complete one-loop calculation of the electroweak part that we have performed in this paper should be considered, together with the available, large, QCD corrections, as the correct proposal to offer to the experimental community.
There remains a couple of relevant points to be still investigated. The first is that of combining this analysis with an analogous one to be performed for the process of associated top-charged Higgs production, for which our group has already provided a complete oneloop electroweak analysis [26] . The second one is that of trying to relate the DR tan β parameter, which is not a measurable quantity, to a measurable tan β (which could be defined for instance by A 0 → τ + τ − decay as suggested in [29] ). This would allow to draw plots where also the horizontal axis represents a measurable quantity. These points are, in our opinion, quite relevant but beyond the purposes of our analysis; work is in progress on these issues. 
The renormalization constants for the c η (bbh 0 ) and for the c η (bbH 0 ) couplings is obtained differentiating the tree-level expressions in Eq. (5),
δ cos β, δM 2 W , and δg, reads as follows
with δM 
Appendix B: Contributions of the counterterms
In this appendix we list explicitely the contributions of the counterterms writen in terms of the renormalization constants introduced in Section II C and in Appendix A. The vertices counterterms can be written as follows
where J kη are defined in Eq. (8) while the non-zero V kη bg→bH 0 reads
The bottom self energy counterterm reads as followsū
The non-zero S kη bg→bH 0 are 
